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There is, I think, no point in the philosophy of progressive education which 
is sounder than its emphasis upon the importance of the participation of the 
learner in the formation of the purposes which direct his activities in the 
learning process.          
                         
                                       John Dewey, The Meaning of Purpose (1938)



Welcome to a live prototyping experience

We hope you...

Get to know design mindsets, processes, strategies

Create some exciting prototype learning activities, 
assignments, experiences

Launch new collaborative 
relationships across disciplines





Overarching multi-level design challenge: How might we...

Design engaging high-impact 
learning experiences for 
students?

Understand wicked problems 
and develop solutions to 
them?

Work alongside students to 
learn about and develop 
solutions a/b/c to wicked 
problems x/y/z?



D1 Empathize Define Ideate D2  Prototype Test

Interview 
SPACE 
students to 
understand 
what kinds of 
learning 
experiences 
have the 
greatest impact

………………..

Interviewing 
and 
interpreting 
data

Transfer 
insights from 
interviews into 
precisely 
formulated 
design 
challenges 
using wicked 
problems
  
………………...

Defining 
design 
challenges

Working with 
wicked 
problems

Experiment with 
approaches to 
brainstorming to 
create a new 
learning 
experience: 
Activity or 
assignments
  
 
………………....

Brainstorm 
techniques, 
divergent and 
convergent

Rapidly develop 
several 
versions that 
incorporate BPs 
in backwards 
design
 
 

 ………………..

Prototyping 
strategies

Scaffolding 
BPs 

Test prototypes 
with students 
and refine 
based on 
feedback

  
 ……………….
 
Interpreting 
feedback and 
iterating



Design Mindsets

Be 
optimistic

Iterate, 
iterate, 
iterate

Learn from 
failure

Make it 

Embrace ambiguity

Empathize

Have 
creative 
confidence



                      Improv warmup
Getting loose

Listening
Accepting offers

“Yes, and…”: building on teammate’s ideas
Surprise & discovery

The magic of mistakes
Embracing failure

Enhancing group mind
Removing judgment

Supporting teammates
Creating an atmosphere of excitement

Fun!



D1 AM                  Empathize
 

Interview SPACE students to understand what kinds of 
experiences lead to high-impact engagement and learning

………………..

Interviewing and interpreting data



Insights?



D1 AM                                            Define
 

Transfer insights from interviews into precisely formulated 
design challenges using wicked problems
  
 ………………...
 

Defining design challenges
 
Working with wicked problems



Framing your design challenge

Level 1 - Create engaging high 
impact learning?

Level 2 - through addressing 
wicked problem x/y/z?





Wicked problems are
● Novel, unique, unforeseen
● Fluid, unstoppable, non-linear
● Incomprehensible until a solution is 

formulated
● Complex: no single cause, effect, solution
● Solutions are not right or wrong; but they 

may be better or worse



Three key aspects
Inter-relationships: How do people, things, ideas, 
resources relate to one another?

Perspectives: What are the different ways in which the 
situation can be understood?

Boundaries: What’s “inside” and what’s “outside” the 
situation as we
construe it?



Where to start?
Option 1: A general situation of interest

Option 2: A particular problem that puzzles you

Option 3: A possible solution to a particular 
problem that you 
want to test



Eg.  Intersection squeegee kids

1 - How can I gain a general understanding 
of this situation of rising conflicts and fear?

2 - Is there a way to help commuters and 
squeegee kids that reduces risks - and helps 
those at risk?

3 - How can we establish an effective policing 
strategy at local intersections?



A few more hints: Choose a situation that 
● Is important and meaningful, to you and others
● Can be addressed through an intervention of 

some kind
● Is truly wicked: not one-dimensional, 

predetermined, obvious
● Can only be understood and addressed by 

new learning



D1 PM                                          Ideate

Experiment with approaches to brainstorming to create a 
new learning experience
  
 ………………....
 

Brainstorm techniques, divergent and convergent

Storyboarding



D2 AM                                     Prototyping

Rapidly develop 1) a learning workflow that incorporates a 
few best practices, and 2) a simulation/prototype of part of 
the learning experience that you can test on students
  
 ………………..
 

Backwards design & scaffolding BPs

Prototyping strategies
 



Prototyping objectives

1) Create a scaffolded workflow for your learning experience 
solution

2) Choose one, several or all aspects of that workflow 
and build a prototype that you can test on SPACE 
students for feedback

     A      B       C        D



Backwards Design
Work smarter, not harder



Understanding 
by Design, by 
Grant Wiggins 
& Jay McTighe



Core 
principles of 
Backwards 
Design

⚫ Shifting focus from “What will I teach?” to “How will students 
learn?”

⚫ Always keep desired outcome in focus

⚫ Focus on results that you can measure

⚫ Plan concrete steps to lead to learning outcomes



Stage 1: What 
do you want 
students to 
understand?



Stage 2: What 
assessments 
will 
demonstrate 
understanding
?



Six facets of 
understanding

⚫ “Can explain— via generalizations or principles, providing justified and 
systematic accounts of phenomena, facts, and data; make insightful 
connections and provide illuminating examples or illustrations. 

⚫ Can interpret— tell meaningful stories; offer apt translations; provide a 
revealing historical or personal dimension to ideas and events; make 
the object of understanding personal or accessible through images, 
anecdotes, analogies, and models. 

⚫ Can apply —effectively use and adapt what we know in diverse and real 
contexts—we can “do” the subject. 

⚫ Have perspective —see and hear points of view through critical eyes 
and ears; see the big picture. 

⚫ Can empathize —find value in what others might find odd, alien, or 
implausible; perceive sensitively on the basis of prior direct experience. 

⚫ Have self-knowledge —show metacognitive awareness; perceive the 
personal style, prejudices, projections, and habits of mind that both 
shape and impede our own understanding; are aware of what we do 
not understand; reflect on the meaning of learning and experience.”



Model: Oscar 
Wao Novel 
Project

⚫ Can interpret— Create a creative piece (painting, photo essay, 
podcast, short film, etc.) that translates one specific 
element/scene/theme/character journey, etc. from the novel into a 
new medium

⚫ Can explain— Write an explanatory text accompanying creative 
piece detailing analytical and creative choices.

⚫ Can apply — Present work at a showcase. Participate in discussion 
of other people’s work at showcase.

⚫ Have perspective — Create a team web site that elaborates on one 
specific theme in novel. Tie individual creative piece to larger 
theme.

⚫ Can empathize – Evaluate peers’ contributions to team web site. 

⚫ Have self-knowledge —  Write self-assessments/reflections before 
and after project. 







Insights?



D2 PM                                             Test

Test prototypes with students and refine based on 
feedback
 
   ……………….
 

Interpreting feedback 

Iterating



Insights?


